STATEWIDE RESTORATIVE JUSTICE LEGISLATION AND DECLINING TRENDS IN THE U.S. CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM: WHAT IMPACT, IF ANY?
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The United States has one of the highest youth incarceration rates and arrest rates in the world.[1] National averages show that the cost to keep a youth locked up, $88,000 a year, exceeds the cost the U.S. spends per public school student, $12,296.[2] School districts like Los Angeles Unified School District have aimed to dismantle the school-to-prison pipeline by adopting restorative justice (“RJ”) legislation. This article seeks to understand what impact, if any, RJ legislation has on the juvenile justice system. This article explores a quantitative relationship between RJ legislation and three declining trends (juvenile petition counts, juvenile homicide offenders, and juvenile arrest rates) in 50 U.S. states generally across a five-year period (2008-2012). The results of this inquiry are mixed. While the results are not statistically significant for those given years, textual analysis of the bills, qualitative research, and trendlines forecasting the future indicate otherwise. Trendlines indicate that as more states introduce RJ legislation, the more those states will experience declines in each of those trends. The results inspire a need for more states to explore or experiment with RJ legislation so that in-depth studies by criminologists can more accurately measure the statistical significance of these relationships between RJ legislation and declining trends in the U.S. criminal justice system. Finally, other numerical data shows that an impressive percentage of states that introduced at least one RJ bill exceeded the national averages in each of those declining trends.

1. INTRODUCTION: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

While the United States [hereinafter U.S.] experienced a decline in three areas [petitions filed against youths, rates of youth offenders in homicide matters, and juvenile arrest rates][1], it still has one of the highest youth incarceration rates and arrest rates in the world.[2] It “leads the industrialized world in the number and percentage of children it locks up in juvenile detention facilities, with over 60,000 children in such facilities in 2011.”[3] “The American rate of juvenile incarceration is seven times that of Great Britain, and 18 times that of France.”[4] (See Figure 1). Human Rights Watch and the American Civil Liberties Union estimated that the “U.S. also sends an extraordinary number of children to adult jails and prisons—more than 95,000 in 2011…with few opportunities for meaningful education or rehabilitation.”[5]

---

1 See Appendix A for graphs of declines.
The cost of imprisoning criminals is already exorbitant. The U.S. spends $20 billion annually on prison expansion. $20 billion could provide child care to every family that cannot afford it, a college education for every high school graduate, or a living wage to every unemployed youth. More specifically, national averages show the cost to keep a youth locked up exceeds the cost the U.S. spends per public school student. “It costs, on average, $88,000 a year to keep a youth locked up[.].” Compare that with $12,296—the amount the U.S. spends per public school student. (See Figure 2).

The same is true at the state level. Education and prison data (collected by the U.S. Census and Vera Institute of Justice) showed how the cost per inmate exceeded the cost per student in every state (see Figure 3 below). These costs continue to climb.
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**Figure 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Cost to keep a youth locked up</th>
<th>Cost per public school student</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>88,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>12,296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>336.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to author and journalist Nell Berstein, the most troubling issue is that “[t]he greatest predictor of adult incarceration and adult criminality wasn’t gang involvement, wasn’t family issues, wasn’t delinquency itself … [t]he greatest predictor that a kid would grow up to be a criminal was being incarcerated in a juvenile facility.” Incarceration “deprives the offender of the reassurance and confidence that he [or she] is capable of reform.” This decreases the individual’s “self-esteem and motivation to rehabilitate themselves and increases the probability that the offender will become a recidivist.” To quote John Braithwaite, “individuals would not be repeat offenders if we did not force them into ‘daily interaction’ with other criminals through incarceration.”

Fortunately, this is a problem to which there is a solution and that solution is restorative justice [hereinafter RJ].

II. WHAT IS RESTORATIVE JUSTICE?

Defining RJ. The Model Code on Education and Dignity—approved by the American Bar Association—defines RJ as “a theory of justice that emphasizes repairing the harm caused or revealed by misconduct rather than punishment by:

a. Identifying the misconduct and attempting to repair the damage;

b. Including all people impacted in the process learn new skills in the illegitimate labor market”).


of responding to conflict; and

c. Creating a process that promotes healing, reconciliation and the rebuilding of relationships.”

Put simply, RJ focuses on: repairing the harm, involving stakeholders, and transforming the community relationship.21

**RJ is not a new notion.**22

It was around when humans first began developing civilizations.23 For example, the Navajo people in the U.S. and Maori tribe in New Zealand24 used it as one of their primary forms of justice.25 Understanding RJ requires a philosophical shift away from punitive/retributive justice.26 Punitive justice, “the MPC, and our traditional justice system are concerned more with a combination of ‘righting a wrong’ and punishing the wicked.”27 The goal of RJ is not punishing the offender but the restoration of the offender and victim.28 While punitive justice focuses on punishing the wrongs of the past, RJ focuses on how to change future behavior.29 This idea of integrating an offender back into the community through appropriate discipline while still providing “peace-of-mind and comfort to victims”30 makes RJ similar to “therapeutic justice.”31 Like therapeutic justice, RJ focuses on "the law's healing potential."32 Thus, “one can view restorative justice as a balancing of different considerations: ‘a balance between the therapeutic and retributive models of justice[,] a balance between the rights of offenders and the needs of victims[,] and a balance between the need to rehabilitate offenders and the duty to protect the public.’”33

**The benefits of RJ.**

Common examples of RJ include: victim-offender mediation, community and family group conferencing, circle sentencing, and victim impact panels and surrogate groups.34 These practices have benefitted many stakeholders. In fact, stakeholders have “repeatedly expressed significantly higher satisfaction with the capacity of [RJ] to truly repair the harm caused by crime, as compared with traditional criminal justice procedures.”35 Because RJ can “go deeper and address human aspects of reparation, healing, and relational connection, there is greater potential for a more profound and lasting positive impact” for stakeholders.36 First, RJ benefits victims. “Victims emerge from a restorative justice setting feeling ‘less upset about the crime, less apprehensive, and less afraid of re-
victimization.” RJ environments are also “far more likely to produce sincere apologies” and full restitution payments from offenders (than if ordered by a court)—a significant aspect to the victim’s recovery. RJ also benefits communities. Violent crimes like murder or hate crimes can damage communities in a long-lasting way. Peacemaking committees that integrate restorative practices not only restore the status quo and produce “tranquility and harmony within a community,” but also can address poverty-ridden conflicts such as unemployment or lack of basic necessities. Finally, RJ practices benefit recidivism rates. “While recidivism reduction is not the overarching goal of restorative justice, researchers have found that one ‘happy side-effect’ of a [well-structured] restorative justice program is a decrease in recidivism.” The idea is that because RJ emphasizes both offender accountability and empowerment, “a returning offender is more likely to buy-in to his or her reentry plan, yielding better outcomes.”

III. WHY EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON RESTORATIVE JUSTICE LEGISLATION?

Lack of RJ Legislation. Despite its age, benefits, and popularity, there is currently no federal RJ statute. A search for a federal RJ statute on Westlaw yields only five results. In one statute, RJ operates as a buzzword. For example, the statute defines “school resource officer” as an individual who trains students in RJ. Nowhere in the neighboring statutes, however, is RJ defined. In a federal statute that uses the term more substantively, the substantive portion only applies to Alaska. While another statute authorizes the Attorney General to give states grants for RJ programs, RJ is merely one out of a laundry list of programs for it to get any meaningful attention. Other statutes cited to a case that had RJ in the case name. That case, however, dealt with the right to intervene rather than a corresponding widespread decline in reoffending.”
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discussion on whether RJ programs should be mandated.\(^{52}\)

On the state side, the impression is misleading. If someone looks for statutes or codes that merely incorporate the term RJ or terms associated with restorative practices (e.g., victim-offender mediation, community conferencing, circles, neighborhood accountability boards and reparative boards), then one will find that a majority of states have incorporated RJ in their statutes or codes.\(^{53}\) If someone looks for statutes or codes that encompasses all approaches to RJ, such as the balanced and restorative justice approach, then one will find that 20 states articulate this approach in their statutes or codes. If an individual is only interested in the RJ approach, however, then one will find that even now, in 2017, only 11 states “emulate restorative justice principles in statute or code reference.”\(^{54}\) Thus, while many statutes are identified by terms often associated with restorative practices, many do not convey authentic ‘restorativeness.’” \(^{55}\) To make matters complicated, expanding RJ legislation in many ways reminds one of the vicious cycle of poverty. To expand RJ legislation, more empirical research is needed; but to conduct empirical research, more RJ legislation is needed. “Without a more systemic implementation of restorative justice programs, there is not enough data to support” further empirical research.\(^{56}\) Hence, it is no surprise that a major barrier to expanding RJ legislation is “the lack of empirical research to prove its objective outcomes.”\(^{57}\)

**Why Study RJ Legislation.** So why should researchers care to conduct further empirical research on RJ legislation? Because RJ is a “growing international movement within the fields of juvenile and criminal justice.”\(^{58}\) RJ is accepted and practiced throughout the United States. New York, Vermont, and Ohio establish it as their underlying philosophy, guiding principle, or cornerstone for their justice systems.\(^{59}\) Minnesota maintains an office to develop RJ programs throughout their state.\(^{60}\) It is a common topic of discussion at professional conferences and the federal Justice Department sponsors conferences, seminars, and teleconferences on the topic.\(^{61}\) Thus, RJ is not an abstract concept. While RJ has its critics, “world-wide acceptance of …[RJ programs] . . . suggest that these criticisms are more likely to influence how restorative justice is incorporated into conventional criminal justice responses rather than whether they are incorporated.”\(^{62}\)

While RJ programs do not require legislation, legislation can be a preferable option. First, legislation can positively promote RJ as a priority and imperative.\(^{63}\) Section 1170 of California’s Penal Code is living proof of this idea. In 2010, California Senator Leeland Yee introduced a bill authorizing prisoners—who committed an offense as a juvenile—to ask courts to re-examine their sentences after serving 15 years for that specific offense.\(^{64}\) The first sentence of the bill’s text incorporates the term “restorative justice” as a means through which public safety is accomplished.\(^{65}\) The binding power of this law forces California courts to re-assess
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whether an inmate is fit for a reduced sentence.

Second, programs are restorative to the extent they reflect RJ principles and values. Legislation can help to articulate guiding principles for operating and evaluating RJ programs. For example, family group conferences can be conducted from a perspective concerned with the offender or the victim or the community. Often this is a result of state funding programs attaching restrictions when issuing funds for those programs. Guiding principles and monitoring mechanisms increase the likelihood that programs identified as restorative will truly be restorative.

Third, legislation helps to remove legal or systemic barriers to RJ programs. Prior to the Minnesota Community Correctional Services Act, Minnesota did not have pre-trial diversionary alternatives. The act required every county prosecutor to establish a pre-trial diversion program for offenders to address this void. Hence, further research on RJ legislation can also help to cure market failures like the one that used to exist in Minnesota.

Fourth, legislation can ensure a smooth or at least similar transition. Traditionally, RJ programs have developed independent of legislative mandate while our conventional criminal justice system has been governed by legislation. If RJ is looking to replace, or at the very least supplement, the criminal justice system, then the hope is that utilizing a similar approach will allow for a more normal transition.

Fifth, legislation clarifies roles and subsequently creates incentives for members of the community to use RJ programs. “Authorizing legislation would ensure that police, prosecutors, judges and correctional workers interested in using restorative programs could do so without fear of subsequent rulings that they lacked authority.” In Indiana, judges were unsure whether they could mandate victim-offender mediation in sentencing orders and were thus reluctant to do so. To resolve this qualm, legislators introduced a bill that explicitly included victim-offender mediation in the definition of “community correction programs.” One of the bills discovered in this research also had a similar effect. In Colorado, officers, judges, and schools had the discretion to divert cases from the criminal system and refer offenders to RJ programs.

Title believes bills like CO H 1117 are the reason courts will
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likely make more referrals to RJ programs.77

Finally, RJ legislation can reduce high costs and backlogged court dockets.78 “There is a general consensus that RJ practices are ‘less costly and require less time,’ overall.” 79 “The implementation of restorative justice has resulted in significant and real changes: fewer young offenders now appear in courts, fewer young offenders are now placed in [welfare shelters] [,] and fewer young offenders are now sentenced to custody. This all, of course, had to result in considerable cost [and time] savings.”80

Why Study RJ Legislation Specific to Juveniles. Why should researchers care about studying RJ legislation specific to juveniles? Recent Supreme Court jurisprudence calls on us to recognize the distinction between adult and juvenile offenders.81 In Roper v. Simmons, the Court held capital punishment of minors was unconstitutional.82 Given that their immaturity diminishes their culpability and given their heightened capacity for reform, the Court found the death penalty as a disproportionate sentence for juveniles.83 Justice Kennedy specifically reasoned “juveniles are not trusted with the privileges and responsibilities of an adult … their irresponsible conduct is not as morally reprehensible as that of an adult.”84 Having barred the use of capital punishment for juveniles, the Roper Court left the sentence of life without parole as the harshest sentence available for juveniles.

In Graham v. Florida, the Supreme Court banned the use of life without parole for non-homicide juvenile offenders.85 In arriving at this holding, the Court relied on an amicus briefs that argued “medical science confirms both the need for categorical distinctions in the treatment of juvenile vs. adult offenders.”86 “Studies conclusively establish that the brain of an adolescent is not fully developed[,] particularly in the area of the prefrontal cortex, which is critical to higher order cognitive functioning and impulse control. When a juvenile is confined either to the juvenile or adult corrections system, regardless of sentence, the institution is responsible for addressing those neurobiological-based deficiencies.”87 The amicus brief heightens John Braithwaite’s words that “individuals would not be repeat offenders if we did not force them into ‘daily interaction’ with other criminals through incarceration” for juveniles.88 Having barred the use of life without parole for non-homicide juvenile offenders, the Graham Court left life without parole as the harshest sentence available for juvenile homicide offenders. In Miller v. Alabama, the Court then held that mandatory life without parole sentences for juvenile homicide offenders violated the
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Eighth Amendment.\textsuperscript{89} It is decisions like these that add more fuel to the growing RJ movement and decisions like these that lead senators like California Senator Leeland Yee to introduce the bill he did.

**Acknowledgement of Researcher’s Personal Bias.** Aside from the fact this topic is non-existent in the current and available literature, pursuing this topic was also motivated by personal bias. My time as an educator in Los Angeles around 2013 was an exciting year. After months of community organizing, the Brothers, Sons, Selves Coalition made civil rights history when its efforts successfully led the Los Angeles Unified School District [hereinafter LAUSD] to adopt the School Climate Bill of Rights—\textsuperscript{90}—a bill aimed at dismantling the school-to-prison pipeline by outlawing suspensions or expulsions for a willful defiance (48900(k)) offense.\textsuperscript{91,92} As an alternative to these suspensions or expulsions, the bill mandated all schools develop and implement RJ by 2020.\textsuperscript{93} As a former K-12 public school teacher in Los Angeles, I witnessed firsthand the successful implementation of this initiative. I participated in numerous RJ learning communities, RJ professional developments, and meetings with RJ coordinators to implement RJ practices in my classroom. Not one student was suspended or expelled for willful defiance during my tenure because of this initiative. My observations of the initiative’s success, however, are limited to the educational realm. After transitioning to the legal field, I sought to understand whether initiatives like LAUSD’s School Climate Bill of Rights are actually successful at dismantling the school-to-prison pipeline. I also wonder whether more community organizing campaigns should center around pushing state-wide restorative justice legislation forward, given that is why I pursued law—to see the impact of my efforts reach beyond the four walls of my classroom and reach students across the state. The answer to this question depends on what impact, if any, state-wide RJ legislation has on the juvenile justice system.

**IV. Introduction to the Research**

This article seeks to explore a mere quantitative relationship between RJ legislation and three declining trends that exist within the “school-to-prison” pipeline. It is important to clarify that the purpose of this article is not to analyze the costs, feasibility, and availability of such legislation. This research is targeted to answer the following research question(s):

1. What relationship, if any, did states that introduced RJ legislation have with states that experienced a decline in juvenile petitions in the United States from 2008 to 2013?
2. What relationship, if any, did states that introduced RJ legislation have with states that experienced a decline in juvenile homicide offenders in the United States from 2008 to 2014?
3. What relationship, if any, did states that introduced RJ legislation have with states that experienced a decline in juvenile arrest rates in the United States from 2008 to 2012?
4. How did states that introduced RJ legislation compare with states that did not introduce RJ legislation when examining the national average decline for each of these trends?
5. What do future trendlines forecast about the impact RJ legislation will have on
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the three aforementioned trends?

Methodology. This article surveys RJ legislation, juvenile petition counts, juvenile homicide offenders, and juvenile arrest rates in 50 U.S. states generally across a five-year period (2008-2012). This article relies on five national databases to collect data. The first two databases track restorative justices bills from the criminal, civil, and education contexts while the third, fourth and fifth databases track juvenile petition, juvenile homicide offender, and juvenile arrest. Any states with bills, petitions, homicide incidences, and arrests that are either (1) outside of the respective year ranges; or (2) simply do not have sufficient or available data are intentionally excluded from this inquiry for the sake of consistency. The databases, the declining trends, and the time frames are selected based on the sake of consistency and to collect a large volume of data efficiently in a relatively short time frame (approximately three months).94

V. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

RJ Legislation and Juveniles in Court Results. Between 2008 and 2013, the following 10 states introduced at least one, if not more, restorative justice bills: Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Indiana, Montana, New Jersey, New Mexico, Texas, and Washington. (See figure 4)

While statistical analysis revealed that the relationship was of moderate strength with an overall result of being non-significant, textual analysis of the RJ bills explains a more common-sense link between these bills and the decline in petition counts. For example, in 2011, Colorado enacted a bill which among other things encourages “each school district in the state and the state charter school institute to implement restorative justice practices for use in disciplinary programs.”95 North High School is an example of a school in Denver, Colorado that implemented RJ practices for use in disciplinary programs.96
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had been identified as “high-need, with some of the district’s largest numbers of suspensions, tickets, and arrests.”97 Since the program’s development and implementation, the school conducted over 830 formal and 100 informal restorative interventions. The result? Referrals to law enforcement decreased by 70%.98 One can then understand the decrease in petition counts. In 2012, Washington enacted WA H 1775. The bill required prosecutors to divert the case rather than file a complaint if any juvenile committed a misdemeanor or gross misdemeanor, and it was his or her first violation. Again, one can see how bills like this can yield reductions in petition counts.

**RJ Legislation and Juvenile Homicide Offender Results.** Between 2008 and 2014, the following nine states introduced at least one, if not more, restorative justice bills: Arizona, California, Hawaii, Minnesota, Montana, New Jersey, South Carolina, Texas, and Washington. (See figure 5)

While statistical analysis revealed that the relationship was of moderate strength with an overall result of being non-significant, textual analysis of the RJ bills explains a more common-sense link between these bills and the decline in juvenile homicide offender rates. Hawaii is particularly illustrative. In 2013, Hawaii introduced a bill allowing juvenile offenders and their family to meet with the victim and victim’s supporters.99 Hawaii also introduced a bill allowing courts to dispose of a juvenile’s case by referring them to a RJ program where the juvenile admits guilt.100 Finally, Hawaii introduced a bill requiring family courts to order the adjudicated minor (or his parents) to pay restitution to the victim.101 While bills like these use restorative justice as a means to discipline offenders once they’ve entered the juvenile justice system, these bills allow for powerful, emotional human dialogue to occur and provide the offender a second chance all while still holding the juvenile and the juvenile’s parents accountable. Bills like these make it easy to see why a reduction in recidivism rates is a happy “side effect” of RJ legislation and why there would be a
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decline in juveniles committing homicide.

**RJ Legislation and Juvenile Arrest Rate Results.** Between 2008 and 2012, the following seven states introduced at least one, if not more, restorative justice bills: Arizona, California, Colorado, Minnesota, New Jersey, New Mexico, and Texas.¹⁰² (See Figure 6) introduced a bill that would “$270,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the sixth judicial district court for expenditure in fiscal year 2009 to provide juvenile and adult offender restorative justice services in the sixth judicial district, including mediation, community conferencing and justice circles.”¹⁰³ A fiscal impact report stated the consequences of not enacting the bill would mean the 6th Judicial District will not be able to provide restorative justice services.¹⁰⁴ This bill failed both times. And of all states that introduced RJ legislation, New Mexico saw the second to lowest decline in arrest rates. New Mexico’s example lends credibility to the idea that RJ legislation appropriating funds would allow for implementation of RJ initiatives that would result in a vital and genuine difference such as fewer young offenders being arrested and appearing in court; thereby reducing the high costs and backlogged court dockets that plague our system.

**Overall Interpretation of the Results.** Textual analysis aside, there is even more hope for RJ legislation activists. Trendlines forecasting the future indicate that as more RJ legislation is introduced, the count in delinquency petitions will decline. (See Figure 7)

Another trendline shows how as more RJ legislation is introduced, the count of juvenile homicide offenders will decline. (See Figure 8)

While statistical analysis revealed that the relationship was weak with an overall result of being non-significant, textual analysis of the RJ bills explains a more common-sense link between these bills and the decline in juvenile arrest rates. Colorado’s bill not only explains why one would see a decline in petition counts but arrest rates as well. And of all states that introduced bills, Colorado saw the largest decline in arrest rates. Interestingly enough, studying the converse also allows us to see the impact of RJ legislation. In 2008 and 2009, New Mexico
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The same result for decline in arrest rates. (See Figure 9)

RJ legislation activists can have more confidence in these trendlines, than in the statistical analyses supra given how sensitive the P-Values were to the sample size. The largest sample in this research contains ten states. Hence, these trendlines and logic demonstrate how even one more restorative justice bill can make a statistical relationship more significant.

There are additional observations from this data for RJ legislation activists to be proud of and for stakeholders to consider. Not only does the data show that states that introduce RJ legislation saw a reduction in their delinquency petitions, juvenile homicide offenders, and arrest rates but also shows how each of these states exceeded the U.S. averages with impressive figures. 78% of states that introduced at least one RJ bill exceeded the U.S. average of decline in juvenile homicide offenders. 50% of the states that exceeded the U.S. average rate of decline in delinquency petitions were states that introduced at least one RJ bill. 43% of states that introduced at least one RJ bill also exceeded the U.S. average decline in juvenile arrest rates. If there is any lesson to take away from these results, it is that introducing more statewide RJ legislation can only help the current state.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary. The results of this inquiry are mixed. While the results are not statistically significant for those given years, textual analysis of the bills, qualitative research, and trendlines forecasting the future indicate otherwise. Trendlines indicate that as more states introduce RJ legislation, the more those states will experience declines in each of those trends. The results inspire a need for more states to explore or experiment with RJ legislation so that in-depth studies by criminologists can more accurately measure the statistical significance of these relationships between RJ legislation and declining trends in the U.S. criminal justice system. Finally, other numerical data shows that an impressive percentage of states that introduced at least one RJ bill exceeded the national averages in each of those declining trends.

Limitations. These results are a byproduct of certain limitations and biases that are necessary to account for. The first limitation is this study did
not contain a simple random sample but rather convenience sampling. This inquiry only explores those states that record and report sufficient data to the national databases. While there are practical purposes for choosing convenience sampling, such as my limited time frame of three months, it still acts as a bias because it excludes states that could alter the results for the better. An implication of convenience sampling is voluntary response bias. Here, only data from those law enforcement agencies, states, or jurisdictions that volunteer to report data are included. Not only does convenience sampling and voluntary response bias restrict sample size, but the data may not be reflective of states for which data is either not recorded or reported for that year range. For example, in the inquiries that exclude either California, Colorado, or Minnesota, the data from other states could not possibly reflect the much success states like California, Colorado, or Minnesota experience with the RJ movement. Another form of sampling bias present in this study is nonresponse bias. Because timing of data collection is limited to less than three months, it severely limits the number of states that may eventually report data three-months, six-months, or even a year from now.

For the same reason above, this inquiry is severely limited by the time frame for which data is collected. The highest year range for one of these inquiries is seven years, which is a relatively short time span for a growing movement. It is important to note, however, that states with bills, petitions, homicide incidences, or arrests that are either (1) outside of the respective year ranges; or (2) simply do not have sufficient or available data are intentionally excluded from this inquiry for the sake of consistency as well. Perhaps the most obvious limitation is that this inquiry is conducted by a law student and not a criminologist or statistician. Hence, this study does not adopt truly scientific/sophisticated measurement and analysis protocols because the research had to comply with deadlines within a short time frame making those methods unfeasible. Finally, even a criminologist or statistician who employs truly scientific or sophisticated protocols can still miss data because these databases are ultimately maintained by human beings. Bills that are introduced by a state legislature may not always be accounted for purely due to human error/measurement error on the database end. Overall, the examples of limitations and biases listed above are by no means exhaustive but are mentioned because they are identified as having the most profound impact on the results.

Implications. The textual analysis of the bills, forecasting trendlines, and other numerical data observations present impressive findings that I hope, at the very least, will serve as a catalyst for future dialogue on the role of RJ legislation in dismantling the school-to-prison pipeline. The data from this research should also serve as a catalyst for future research on RJ legislation. There will be a great need to research how legislation introduced impacts declining trends beyond the time frame (2008-2014) in this article. Researchers should also consider studying how RJ policy introduced in the local arena impacts declining trends especially given how many education decisions are made at the local level. Following that reasoning, another interesting area to explore (once more data is available of course) is what impact, if any, school discipline bills have on dismantling the school-to-prison pipeline. Finally, for the more equipped researcher, a natural and inevitable area for study is the impact of RJ legislation on recidivism.

I hope that as a result of reading this paper more students, criminologists, policy analysts, or statisticians are inspired to pursue more in-depth quantitative research on whether RJ legislation actually does dismantle the school-to-prison pipeline. I also hope state legislatures continue to introduce and experiment with RJ legislation because forecasting trendlines show that introducing RJ legislation can only help to dismantle the school-to-prison pipeline crisis.
VII. APPENDIX A: THE THREE DECLINING TRENDS

Between 2008 and 2013, the estimated count for juvenile delinquency petitions reduced by 292,131.\(^{105}\) (See Figure 10)

Between 2006 and 2014, the estimated number of murders involving a juvenile offender fell 39\%.\(^{106}\) (See Figure 11)

Between 2008 and 2012, the national total for juvenile arrests reduced by 4.2\%.\(^ {107}\) (See Figure 12)

VIII. APPENDIX B: METHODOLOGY

This section provides context for what each survey was about and data collection methods involved for each survey.

**RJ Legislation and Juveniles in Court.** This article first surveyed restorative justice legislation and the decline in juvenile delinquency petitions in 50 states across a six-year period (2008-2013). The restorative justice legislation accounted for restorative justice bills in the criminal, civil, and educational contexts. This article examined the juvenile delinquency petitions for two reasons: (1) the delinquency petition is viewed as the formal entry point for juvenile prosecution\(^ {108}\); and (2) due to the relatively short time frame (approximately three months) of this project. This portion of the article explored the following research question(s):

1. What relationship, if any, did states that introduced RJ legislation have with states that experienced a decline in juvenile petitions in the United States from 2008 to 2013?


\(^{106}\) Id.


To collect data on RJ legislation, I utilized two Lexis Nexis State Net-powered databases, developed by the National Conference of State Legislatures, to track the status of RJ bills from 2008 to 2013 in each state. The first database, the JUVENILE JUSTICE BILLS TRACKING DATABASE (also developed by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation), tracked the status of RJ bills in the civil and criminal justice context. The second database, Educational Bill Tracking Database, tracked the status of RJ bills in the educational context.

To collect data on juvenile delinquency petitions, I utilized the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention’s Easy Access to State and County Juvenile Court Case Counts database. The primary reasons for using these databases allowed me to collect a large volume of data efficiently in a short period of time.

Under the first database, a search consisted of filtering by (1) the topic (here restorative justice was already a pre-populated field to be selected); (2) state; (3) status (here I selected “All” to account for even those bills which had failed, been vetoed, or were pending); and (4) year (here again, I selected “All” to account for bills from 2008-2013). Once the database returned results, I set aside any bills introduced 2014 onwards and then individually recorded, for each state, the number of bills either enacted/adopted, introduced/pending, or not introduced at all in an excel spreadsheet. The search protocol for the second database was mostly the same as the first database except for two filters: (1) the topic (here restorative justice was not a pre-populated topic field and thus, this database required a natural language search); and (2) state (here I selected “All” after a preliminary search revealed very few states had introduced RJ education bills to begin with). A search within the State and County Juvenile Court Case Counts database consisted of filtering by (1) year and (2) state. Once the database returned results, I individually recorded, for each state (and accounting for all counties), the decline in delinquency petitions by subtracting the petition counts in 2013 from the petition counts in 2008 in an excel spreadsheet.

[109] Both databases had the capacity to track bills to present (2017) but tracking was constrained to 2012 to align with arrest rate data and due to time considerations; Nat’l Conf. of State Legislatures, Juvenile Justice Bills Tracking Database, Nat’l Conf. of State Legislatures (Apr. 24, 2017), [https://perma.cc/G3ZF-NUEB].


[112] The following states were not included because either the case counts were not available for a given state or the data available was insufficient to remain consistent with other states: California, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Virginia, and Minnesota. States that missed a year of data were, however, included because the data from the remaining years was sufficient to remain consistent with other states: Illinois,
Once all data was recorded, I sorted the data into two variables. Variable X was a list of every state that introduced at least one RJ bill between 2008 and 2013. Variable Y was a list of the declines in petition counts for each state that introduced at least one RJ bill between 2008 and 2013. To measure the strength and direction between the two variables, I utilized the Pearson Correlation Coefficient. After calculating the R value and value of $R^2$, I then calculated the P value for the relationship to assess the statistical significance of the correlation. The results of the data are revealed and analyzed in section four of this article.

**RJ Legislation and Juvenile Homicide Offenders.** This article also surveyed restorative justice legislation and the decline in juvenile homicide offenders in 50 states across a seven-year period (2008-2014). The author chose to also examine juvenile homicide offenders for two reasons: (1) homicide is undoubtedly one of the most serious criminal offenses and if restorative justice legislation may be impactful on one of the most severe offenses in our world, then it is certainly an area of great interest; and (2) due to the relatively short time frame (approximately three months) of this project. This portion of the article explored the following research question(s):

1. What relationship, if any, did states that introduced RJ legislation have with states that saw a decline in juvenile homicide offenders in the United States from 2008 to 2014?

Collecting data on RJ legislation involved the same method mentioned previously, except the filtering process accounted for bills introduced from 2008-2014. To collect data on juvenile homicide offenders, I utilized the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention’s Easy Access to the FBI’s Supplementary Homicide Reports: 1980-2014 database. Using this database allowed me to collect a large volume of data efficiently in a short period of time. A search within the FBI’s Supplementary Homicide Reports database consisted of filtering by (1) known offenders; (2) year of incident (here I selected 2008-2014); (2) age of offender (here I selected ranges 0-11 and 12-17); (3) sex (here I selected both males and females to account for all sexes provided); (5) race (here I selected White, Black, American Indian/Alaskan native, and Asian/Nat. Hawaiian/Pacific Island to account for all races provided). Once the database returned results, I individually recorded, for each state, the decline in homicides by juvenile offenders by subtracting the incidences in 2014 from the incidences in 2008 in an excel spreadsheet.114

Once all data was recorded, I sorted the data into two variables. Variable X was a list of every state that introduced at least one RJ bill between 2008 and 2014. Variable Y was a list of the declines in homicide by juvenile offenders for each state that introduced at least one RJ bill between 2008 and 2014. To measure the relationship and statistical significance of the two variables, I followed the same method mentioned previously. The results of the data are revealed and analyzed in section four of this article.

**RJ Legislation and Juvenile Arrest Rates.** Finally, this article surveyed restorative justice legislation and juvenile arrest rates in 50 states; (4) sex (here I selected both males and females to account for all sexes provided); (5) race (here I selected White, Black, American Indian/Alaskan native, and Asian/Nat. Hawaiian/Pacific Island to account for all races provided). Once the database returned results, I individually recorded, for each state, the decline in homicides by juvenile offenders by subtracting the incidences in 2014 from the incidences in 2008 in an excel spreadsheet.114

114 The following states were not included because either the case counts were not available for a given state or the data available was insufficient to remain consistent with other states: Alabama, Florida, and North Dakota. Although the District of Columbia missed a year of data, it was, nonetheless, included because the data from the remaining years was sufficient to remain consistent with other states.

---

states across a four-year period (2008-2012). This study included juvenile arrest rates for two reasons: (1) it is viewed as the entry point to the criminal justice system; and (2) due to the relatively short time frame (approximately three months) of this project.

This study explored the following research questions:

1. What relationship, if any, did states that introduced RJ legislation have with states that experienced a decline in juvenile arrest rates in the United States from 2008 to 2012?

Collecting data on RJ legislation involved the same method mentioned previously, except the filtering process accounted for bills introduced from 2008-2012. To collect data on juvenile arrest rates, I utilized the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention’s Easy Access to FBI Arrest Statistics: 1994-2012 database. Using this database as well allowed me to collect a large volume of data efficiently in a short period of time. A search within the FBI Arrest database consisted of filtering by (1) state; (2) county (here I selected “All counties” to account for arrest rates in the entire state); (3) data display option (here, I selected “percentage” for more convenient calculation); (4) population (here I selected “juvenile” as that is naturally the focus of this study); and (5) time period (here I selected 2006-2012). Once the database returned results, I set aside any arrest rates from 2007 or previous years and then individually recorded, for each state, the reduction in arrest rates by subtracting the arrest rate in 2012 from the arrest rate in 2008 in an excel spreadsheet.

Once all data was recorded, I sorted the data into two variables. Variable X was a list of every state that introduced at least one RJ bill between 2008 and 2012. Variable Y was a list of the declines in juvenile arrests for every state that introduced at least one RJ bill between 2008 and 2012. The same method mentioned previously was utilized to measure the relationship and statistical significance of the two variables. The results of the data are revealed and analyzed in the subsequent section of this article.

IX. APPENDIX C: PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENT CALCULATIONS

RJ Legislation and Juvenile Homicide Offender Results. A Pearson Correlation Coefficient Calculation revealed the following results for the states above:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R Score</th>
<th>-0.5515</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R² Value</td>
<td>0.3042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Value at 0.10</td>
<td>0.123739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance Level</td>
<td>Not significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall result</td>
<td>Not significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RJ Legislation and Juvenile Arrest Rate Results. A Pearson Correlation Coefficient Calculation revealed the following results for the states above:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R Score</th>
<th>-0.5378</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R² Value</td>
<td>0.2892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Value at 0.10</td>
<td>0.108841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance Level</td>
<td>Not significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall result</td>
<td>Not significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

115 Bureau, supra note 108.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R Score</td>
<td>0.3629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R(^2) Value</td>
<td>0.1317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Value at 0.10</td>
<td>0.423675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance Level</td>
<td>0.423675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall result</td>
<td>Not significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>